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INFORMATION HANDLING SYSTEM 
MEMORY MODULE OPTIMIZATION 

BACKGROUND 

0001. The present disclosure relates generally to informa 
tion handling systems (IHSS), and more particularly to 
memory module optimization for an IHS. 
0002. As the value and use of information continues to 
increase, individuals and businesses seek additional ways to 
process and store information. One option is an information 
handling system (IHS). An IHS generally processes, com 
piles, stores, and/or communicates information or data for 
business, personal, or other purposes. Because technology 
and information handling needs and requirements may vary 
between different applications, IHSS may also vary regarding 
what information is handled, how the information is handled, 
how much information is processed, stored, or communi 
cated, and how quickly and efficiently the information may be 
processed, stored, or communicated. The variations in IHSS 
allow for IHSs to be general or configured for a specific user 
or specific use such as financial transaction processing, airline 
reservations, enterprise data storage, or global communica 
tions. In addition, IHSs may include a variety of hardware and 
Software components that may be configured to process, 
store, and communicate information and may include one or 
more computer systems, data storage systems, and network 
ing Systems. 
0003 IHSs include memory modules that store data which 

is used during operations of the IHS. A type of memory 
module includes dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 
circuits which are known as dual in-line memory modules 
(DIMMs). These memory modules are generally removable 
from the IHS using one or more memory Sockets so that a user 
can add, remove, or replace memory modules. 
0004 DIMMs may operate using a standard known as a 
double-data-rate (DDR) standard. There are also mutually 
exclusive DDR standards known as DDR2, DDR3 and 
DDR4. An IHS may have two or more memory sockets, and 
each socket may couple with a different type of DIMM using 
a different standard (e.g., DDR2 or DDR3). In other words, 
there a number of different DIMM types that may be installed 
into an IHS via an industry standard connector Socket. One 
such socket is known as a 240-pin DDR3 connector. IHSS 
generally support different DIMM types, such as unbuffered 
DIMMs (UDIMMs), registered DIMM(RDIMMs), and load 
reduced (aka "Load Decoupled' or “High-Density Reduced 
Load') DIMMs (LR-DIMMs). However, different types of 
DIMMs consume varying numbers of clock signals (CLK), 
clock enable signals (CKE), on-die termination signals 
(ODT), and rank chip select signals (CS). Some of these 
signals are configurable via LR-DIMM control and status 
registers (CSRS). Complicating memory configuration mat 
ters for IHS designers, the number of physical ranks per 
DIMM varies from 1 to 8, the number of different operating 
voltages is 2 and will soon be 3, and the number of possible 
operating frequencies is now 3 but will soon be 5-6. An 
operating frequency of a DIMM is a function of DIMM type, 
number of data and address/control loads per DIMM, IO 
drivers, and physical channel characteristics. 
0005 Additionally, memory controllers that control the 
DIMMs have a limited number of clock signals, clock enable 
signals, on-dietermination, and rank chip select signals avail 
able per channel due to either physical ball-out and package 
limitations, memory controller CSRS and logic limitations, or 
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other limitations. Thus, the controllers typically provide a 
generally useful set of control signals for many, typical appli 
cations, and provide the system provider Some flexibility as to 
how to hook them up to actual DIMM sockets. However a 
design issue exists for current DDR2 based servers, such as 
those using Advanced Micro Designs (AMDs) socket F pro 
cessors, which support only RDIMMs. Due to memory con 
troller chip select limitations (e.g., 8 per channel), the system 
provider needs to determine if they support 2 DIMMs per 
channel with 4 chip selects per DIMM (e.g., up to quadrank), 
or if they support 4 DIMMs per channel with only 2 chip 
selects per DIMM (e.g., up to dual rank). This selection is 
limiting to the IHS designer and is done via point-to-point 
routing of chip selects to DIMM connectors. 
0006. Accordingly, it would be desirable to provide a sys 
tem for IHS memory module optimization. 

SUMMARY 

0007 According to one embodiment, a memory system 
includes a first memory module and a second memory mod 
ule. A memory controller is coupled to the first and second 
memory modules and reads configuration information from 
the first and second memory modules using a memory chan 
nel. The controller also configures a switch coupled between 
the controller and one of the memory modules to communi 
cate using either a chip select line or a memory address line. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 illustrates an embodiment of an information 
handling system (IHS). 
0009 FIG. 2 illustrates a table of an embodiment of a 
server IHS DIMM roadmap. 
0010 FIG. 3 illustrates a table of an embodiment of a 
processor's control signals per channel. 
0011 FIG. 4 illustrates a table of an embodiment of Joint 
Electronic Devices Engineering Council (JEDEC) DIMM 
requirements. 
0012 FIG. 5 illustrates a table of an embodiment of num 
ber of DIMMs per channel supported with an embodiment of 
a processor. 
(0013 FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate a table of a prior art 
embodiment of pin out comparisons based on DIMM module 
type. 
0014 FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment 
of flexible 3 slot dual in-line memory module (DIMM) sys 
tem on a data channel of the IHS of FIG. 1. 
0015 FIG. 8 illustrates a flow chart of an embodiment of a 
method to optimize memory modules for the IHS of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016 For purposes of this disclosure, an IHS 100 includes 
any instrumentality or aggregate of instrumentalities oper 
able to compute, classify, process, transmit, receive, retrieve, 
originate, Switch, store, display, manifest, detect, record, 
reproduce, handle, or utilize any form of information, intel 
ligence, or data for business, Scientific, control, or other pur 
poses. For example, an IHS 100 may be a personal computer, 
a network storage device, or any other Suitable device and 
may vary in size, shape, performance, functionality, and 
price. The IHS 100 may include random access memory 
(RAM), one or more processing resources such as a central 
processing unit (CPU) or hardware or software control logic, 
read only memory (ROM), and/or other types of nonvolatile 
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memory. Additional components of the IHS 100 may include 
one or more disk drives, one or more network ports for com 
municating with external devices as well as various input and 
output (I/O) devices, such as a keyboard, amouse, and a video 
display. The IHS 100 may also include one or more buses 
operable to transmit communications between the various 
hardware components. 
0017 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of one IHS 100. The IHS 
100 includes a processor 102 such as an Intel PentiumTM 
series processor or any other processor available. A memory 
I/O hub chipset 104 (comprising one or more integrated cir 
cuits) connects to processor 102 over a front-side bus 106. 
Memory I/O hub 104 provides the processor 102 with access 
to a variety of resources and includes a memory controller 
111. Main memory 108 connects to memory I/O hub 104 over 
a memory or data bus 109. The main memory 108 is config 
ured as dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs). In other 
embodiments, the main memory 108 may be configured as 
other types of memory modules. A graphics processor 110 
also connects to memory I/O hub 104, allowing the graphics 
processor to communicate, e.g., with processor 102 and main 
memory 108. Graphics processor 110, in turn, provides dis 
play signals to a display device 112. 
0018. Other resources can also be coupled to the system 
through the memory I/O hub 104 using a data bus, including 
an optical drive 114 or other removable-media drive, one or 
more hard disk drives 116, one or more network interfaces 
118, one or more Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports 120, and 
a super I/O controller 122 to provide access to user input 
devices 124, etc. The IHS 100 may also include a solid state 
drive (SSDs) 126 in place of, or in addition to main memory 
108, the optical drive 114, and/or a hard disk drive 116. It is 
understood that any or all of the drive devices 114, 116, and 
126 may be located locally with the IHS 100, located 
remotely from the IHS 100, and/or they may be virtual with 
respect to the IHS 100. 
0019. Not all IHSs 100 include each of the components 
shown in FIG. 1, and other components not shown may exist. 
Furthermore, Some components shown as separate may exist 
in an integrated package or be integrated in a common inte 
grated circuit with other components, for example, the pro 
cessor 102 and the memory I/O hub 104 can be combined 
together. As can be appreciated, many systems are expand 
able, and include or can include a variety of components, 
including redundant or parallel resources. 
0020. The present disclosure provides a system to actively 
detect installed main memory 108 types (e.g., DIMM 
memory module types), and optimize memory capacity, num 
ber of ranks, reliability-availability-serviceability (RAS) 
modes, and performance by controlling planar based Switch 
ing elements on the Clock, Clock Enable, On-Die Termina 
tion, and Rank Chip Select signals between the memory 
controller 111 and the main memory 108 modules. The 
present disclosure discusses memory 108 as DIMM memory 
modules, however, it is to be understood that other types of 
memory modules may be used with the teachings of the 
present disclosure. 
0021. In other words, the present disclosure provides a 
system to flexibly couple a memory controller clock and 
control signals to DIMMs using a memory channel. Such as a 
DDR channel, rather than having a fixed topology, as is tra 
ditionally used. By using the teachings of this disclosure, 
single planar/motherboard designs are able to Support a 
greater variety of DIMM types, DIMMs per channel, capaci 
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ties, RAS features, and improved performance. Because no 
single DIMM type is optimal for IHS manufacturers with 
respect to cost, capacity, power, performance, and RAS, it is 
desirable for general purpose systems to Support as many 
types as possible in a single design. It is to be understood that 
a memory controller includes any device driving the memory 
device physical channel (e.g., the double data rate (DDR)) 
physical channel (e.g., processor Sockets, memory controller 
hub, memory buffers, etc.). 
0022. The IHS main memory 108 is in the form of memory 
modules that store data that is to be used during operations of 
the IHS 100. A type of memory module includes dynamic 
random access memory (DRAM) circuits. These circuits are 
called dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs). These 
DIMMs are generally removable from the IHS 100 using one 
or more memory Sockets, thus allowing a user the ability to 
add, remove, or replace memory modules. DIMMs may oper 
ate using a standard known as a double-data-rate (DDR) 
standard. There are mutually exclusive DDR standards 
known as DDR2, DDR3 and DDR4 (planned for the future). 
The IHS 100 may have two or more memory sockets, and 
each socket may couple with a different type of DIMM using 
a different standard, such as DDR2 or DDR3. In other words, 
there a number of different DIMM types that may be coupled 
to the IHS 100 via an industry standard connector socket, 
such as a 240-pin DDR3 connector socket. IHSs generally 
support different DIMM types, such as unbuffered DIMMs 
(UDIMMs), registered DIMM (RDIMMs), and load reduced 
(aka "Load Decoupled” or “High-Density Reduced Load”) 
DIMMs (LR-DIMMs). However, different types of DIMMs 
use a variety of numbers of clock signals (CLK), clock enable 
signals (CKE), on-die termination signals (ODT), and rank 
chip select signals (CS). Some of these signals are config 
urable via LR-DIMM chip select ranks (CSRs). The number 
of physical ranks per DIMM varies from 1 to 8 or more, the 
number of different operating Voltages is 2 and may be 3 or 
more, and the number of possible operating frequencies is 3 
but may be 5-6 or more. An operating frequency of a DIMM 
is a function of DIMM type, number of data and address/ 
control loads per DIMM, IO drivers, and physical channel 
characteristics. Examples of this are found in FIG. 2, which 
illustrates a table of an embodiment of a server IHS DIMM 
roadmap. 
0023 FIG. 3 illustrates a table of an embodiment of a 
processor's control signals per channel. FIG.3 lists the expec 
tations for a mainstream 2S server memory controller per 
channel that are expected to be implemented in 2011. In this 
example, there are 4 CLK, 4CKE, 6 ODT 8 CS, and 2A17:16 
signals available per channel. In other embodiments, varying 
numbers of each are possible. Memory controllers that con 
trol the DIMMs have a limited number of clock signals, clock 
enable signals, on-die termination, and rank chip select sig 
nals available per channel due to either physical ball-out/pin 
out and package limitations, memory controller CSRS and 
logic limitations, or other limitations. Thus, the controllers 
typically provide a generally useful set of control signals for 
many, typical applications, and provide the system provider 
some flexibility as to how to hook them up to actual DIMM 
Sockets. Examples for 2011 mainstream server signal avail 
ability is provided in FIG. 3. However, a design issue exists 
for current DDR2 based servers, such as those using 
Advanced Micro Designs (AMDs) socket F processors, 
which support only RDIMMs. Due to memory controller chip 
select limitations (e.g., 8 per channel), the system provider 
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needs to determine if they support 2 DIMMs per channel with 
4 chip selects per DIMM (e.g., up to quad rank), or if they 
support 4 DIMMs per channel with only 2 chip selects per 
DIMM (e.g., up to dual rank). This selection is limiting to the 
IHS designer and is done via point-to-point routing of chip 
selects to DIMM connectors. 

0024 FIG. 4 illustrates a table of an embodiment of Joint 
Electronic Devices Engineering Council (JEDEC) DIMM 
requirements. FIG. 4 lists the per JEDEC DIMM type 
requirements for a clock signal (CLK), a clock enable signal 
(CKE), an on-die termination (ODT), and a rank chip selects 
signal (CS) for various types of DDR3 based server and 
workstation DIMMs. Unbuffered DIMMs (UDIMMs) 
include single and dual rank, registered DIMMs (RDIMMs) 
include single dual and quad rank, and load reduced (LR 
DIMMs) include single dual quad and octal rank variations. 
LR-DIMMS may be programmed in various modes that 
affect the number of CKE, ODT, and CS lines used in opera 
tion. 

0025 JEDEC LR-DIMMs operate in either “direct 
mapped' or “rank multiplied' mode, where CS lines are 
mapped as viewed by the memory controller. In direct 
mapped mode, each memory controller CS line controls a 
physical rank on an LR-DIMM. In rank multiplied mode, the 
lower two DIMMCS lines act as rank selects, and the upper 
two CS lines are provided by the memory controller as 
Address 17:16. This allows the LR-DIMM to appear as a dual 
rank DIMM even though there are 4 or 8 physical ranks of 
DRAMS. 

0026 FIG. 5 illustrates a table of an embodiment of num 
ber of DIMMs per channel supported with an embodiment of 
a 2011 processor. FIG.5 demonstrates improvements on pos 
sible DIMM configurations using the present disclosure. For 
2, 3, and 4 DIMM connector slots perchannel configurations, 
FIG.5 lists the max number of DIMMs of each type that may 
be supported, per current state of the art (“prior) as well as 
with the systems of the present disclosure (“with disclosure'). 
Cells with an * highlight the extra configurations that are 
supportable in the IHS100 by using the systems of the present 
disclosure. FIGS. 6a and 6b illustrate a table of an embodi 
ment of pin out comparisons based on DIMM module type. 
Accordingly, FIGS. 6a and 6b are an excerpt from the JEDEC 
DDR3 DIMMSpecification, further illustrating how different 
DIMM types (UDIMMs and RDIMMs) make use of various 
Subsets of control signals. 
0027 FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of an embodiment 
of flexible 3 slot dual in-line memory module (DIMM) sys 
tem on a data channel of the IHS 100. In this embodiment, 
DIMM sockets 200, 202 and 204 are coupled to the processor 
102 via the data bus 109. In this embodiment, an LRDIMM 
206 is plugged into DIMM socket 200, either a QR RDIMM 
or LRDIMM208 is plugged into DIMMsocket 202 and either 
a QR RDIMM or LRDIMM 210 is plugged into DIMM 
socket 204. It should be understood that any number of the 
DIMM sockets may receive any type of DIMM. A number of 
control lines 128 couple the memory controller 111 to the 
memory DIMMs 206, 208 and 210. DIMM 206 couples to 
address lines A16 and A17 and also to chip select lines CS3L 
and CS2L. DIMM 208 couples to chip select lines CS4L and 
CS5L. DIMM208 also couples to either chip select line CS7L 
or address line A16 through switch 224. Additionally, DIMM 
208 couples to either chip select line CS6L or address line 
A17 through switch 226. LR Select 230 control signal trig 
gers switches 224 and 226 to determine whether A16 or CS7L 
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is coupled to the DIMM 208 and whether A17 or CS6L is 
coupled to the DIMM 208. DIMM 210 couples to chip select 
lines CSOL and CS1L. DIMM 210 also couples to either chip 
select line CS3L or address line A16 through switch 220. 
Additionally, DIMM 210 couples to either chip select line 
CS2L or address line A17 through switch 222. LR Select 228 
control signal triggers Switches 220 and 222 to determine 
whether A16 or CS3L is coupled to the DIMM 210 and 
whether A17 or CS2L is coupled to the DIMM 210. 
0028. This embodiment shows a three DIMM slot system, 
having data support on a channel. Two QRRDIMMs are used 
and the switches 220, 222, 224 and 226 (e.g., field-effect 
transistor (FET) multiplexers (Muxes)) switch in two upper 
chip selects per DIMM; otherwise parallel memory address 
signals A17:16 are switched to DIMM sockets 202 and 204. 
Accordingly, this allows two QR RDIMMs, or three QR/OR 
LR-DIMMs to be supported on the same planar. 
0029. Accordingly, FIG. 7 shows one embodiment, with 
“quick switches” or “FET-MUXes' used to steer chip select 
(CS) and MA17:16 lines from the memory controller 111 to 
three DIMMs. In one LR SELECT switch position, the sys 
tem can support two quad rank RDIMMs. In the alternate 
LR SELECT position, the system can support three quad or 
octal rank LR DIMMs. This flexibility is not possible with 
previous state of the art embodiments. By using Switching 
elements on the CLK, CKE, ODT, CS, and MA17:16 lines, 
the configurations shown in FIG. 5 can be supported. Addi 
tionally, the switching elements 220, 222, 224 and 226 may 
be implemented in various technologies that support the 
required frequencies and signal integrity/timing. It can be 
implemented as 1:2 as shown, or 1:N in general, to maintain 
one electrical load to the memory controller 111. As such, it is 
to be understood that many embodiments may be used with 
the present disclosure to achieve the results provided herein. 
Furthermore, it is to be understood that the memory controller 
111 and the DIMMs 208 and 210 do not know that the 
switches 220, 222, 224 and 226 are in series with the com 
munication line. 

0030 FIG. 8 illustrates a flow chart of an embodiment of a 
method 250 to optimize memory modules for the IHS 100. 
The method 250 begins at block 252 when the IHS 100 enters 
a power-on self test (POST) or similar state. Using the method 
250, the systems of the present disclosure perform a channel 
by-channel process in the POST for each channel, checking 
each DIMM in each channel. The method 250 proceeds to 
block 254 where the method 250 reads serial presence detect 
(SPD) EEPROM data for each DIMM on a double data rate 
(DDR) channel. The method 250 proceeds to block 256 
where the method uses the SPD data and determines per 
DIMM clock (CLK), clock enable (CKE), on-die termination 
(ODT) and chip select (CS) requirements based on installed 
DIMM types. The method 250 then proceeds to block 258 
where the method 250 checks per DIMM requirements vs. 
planar control signal topology capability/switch flexibility. 
Next, the method 250 proceeds to block 260 where the 
method 250 configures planar switches (e.g., switches 220, 
222, 224 and 226) to maximize capacity, number ranks, and/ 
or performance based on a pre-defined user policy. The 
method 250 then proceeds to decision block 262 to determine 
whether all found DIMMs are populated optimally vs. system 
topology. If no, the method 250 determines that the DIMMs 
are not populated optimally Vs. System topology, the method 
250 proceeds to block 264 where the method 250 notifies a 
user that the installed DIMMs are not configured optimally 
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and indicate DIMMs/ranks that could not be configured. The 
method 250 then proceeds to block 266 where the method 250 
Suggests to a user alternate DIMM arrangements that would 
improve capacity and/or performance. The method 250 then 
proceeds to block 268 to continue to the next DDR channel 
and continues this process until all channels are configured. 
On the other hand, if at decision block 262 the method 250 
determines that yes, all DIMMs are populated optimally vs. 
system topology, the method 250 then proceeds to block 268. 
0031. In other words, the method 250 uses the IHS 100 
firmware to read the SPD EEPROM DIMM Type fields for 
each DIMM on a channel to determine the DIMM types 
installed. The method 250 then determines the per DIMM and 
overall per channel control signal requirements based on 
built-in requirements tables for each DIMM type. The 
method 250 then compares the installed DIMM requirements 
against the resources provided by the memory controller 111, 
and the flexibility provided by the planar switches (e.g., 220, 
222, 224 and 226). Based on a user policy (e.g., a policy 
configured as a BIOS or other setting), the method 250 causes 
the system to manipulate the Switch select lines (e.g., LR SE 
LECT 228 and/or LR SELECT 230) to maximize capacity, 
performance, RAS and etc. Next, the method 250 checks to 
see if all installed DIMMs are optimally configured. If not, a 
message may be provided/logged noting some elements 
could not be optimized or configured, and then the method 
250 optionally provides Suggestions on how to change the 
installed DIMM population to improve the memory configu 
ration. It should be understood that many other flows are 
possible for the system of the present disclosure, including 
those that provide system-wide configuration and optimiza 
tions. 
0032. Advantages of the present disclosure include, but 
are not limited to allowing a system to isolate DIMMs that 
violate population rules, improved diagnostics and fault iso 
lation and provides a method that may support a planar with 
combination DDR3 and DDR4 DIMMs (e.g., assuming the 
memory controller 111 support and DDR4). 
0033 Although illustrative embodiments have been 
shown and described, a wide range of modification, change 
and Substitution is contemplated in the foregoing disclosure 
and in Some instances. Some features of the embodiments 
may be employed without a corresponding use of other fea 
tures. Accordingly, it is appropriate that the appended claims 
be construed broadly and in a manner consistent with the 
scope of the embodiments disclosed herein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A memory system comprising: 
a first memory module; 
a second memory module; and 
a memory controller coupled to the first and second 
memory modules, wherein the controller reads configu 
ration information from the first and second memory 
modules using a memory channel and configures a 
switch coupled between the controller and one of the 
memory modules to communicate using either a chip 
Select line or a memory address line. 

2. The memory system of claim 1, wherein one of the first 
and second memory modules is a dual in-line memory mod 
ule (DIMM). 

3. The memory system of claim 2, wherein the memory 
modules are one of unbuffered DIMM (UDIMM), registered 
DIMM (RDIMM), and load reduced DIMM (LR-DIMM). 
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4. The memory system of claim 1, wherein the configura 
tion information is serial presence detect (SPD) information. 

5. The memory system of claim 1, wherein the first and 
second memory modules are one of single rank, dual rank, 
quad rank, and octal rank. 

6. The memory system of claim 1, wherein the memory 
address line is one of A16 and A17. 

7. The memory system of claim 1, wherein the chip select 
line is one of CS2 and CS3. 

8. An information handling system (IHS) comprising: 
a processor; and 
a memory system, wherein the memory system includes: 

a first memory module: 
a second memory module; and 
a memory controller coupled to the first and second 
memory modules, wherein the controller reads con 
figuration information from the first and second 
memory modules using a memory channel and con 
figures a switch coupled between the controller and 
one of the memory modules to communicate using 
either a chip select line or a memory address line. 

9. The IHS of claim 8, wherein one of the first and second 
memory modules is a dual in-line memory module (DIMM). 

10. The IHS of claim 8, wherein the memory modules are 
one of unbuffered DIMM (UDIMM), registered DIMM 
(RDIMM), and load reduced DIMM (LR-DIMM). 

11. The IHS of claim 8, wherein the configuration infor 
mation is serial presence detect (SPD) information. 

12. The IHS of claim 8, wherein the first and second 
memory modules are one of single rank, dual rank, quadrank, 
and octal rank. 

13. The IHS of claim 8, wherein the memory address line is 
one of A16 and A17. 

14. The IHS of claim 8, wherein the chip select line is one 
of CS2 and CS3. 

15. A method comprising: 
providing a memory system having a first memory module 

and a second memory module; and 
coupling a memory controller to the first and second 
memory modules, wherein the controller reads configu 
ration information from the first and second memory 
modules using a memory channel and configures a 
switch coupled between the controller and one of the 
memory modules to communicate using either a chip 
Select line or a memory address line. 

16. The method of claim 15, providing one of the first and 
second memory modules as a dual in-line memory module 
(DIMM). 

17. The method of claim 15, providing the memory mod 
ules as one of unbuffered DIMM (UDIMM), registered 
DIMM (RDIMM), and load reduced DIMM (LR-DIMM). 

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the configuration 
information is serial presence detect (SPD) information. 

19. The method of claim 15, providing the first and second 
memory modules as one of single rank, dual rank, quadrank, 
and octal rank. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the memory address 
line is one of A16 and A17 and wherein the chip select line is 
one of CS2 and CS3. 


